**Cross List - A Functional definition:**

A course that is offered under more than one subject/prefix/department heading, and should carry the same course number. A cross-listed course may also have alternate section numbers (section 01 and 01E, for example) or course campus code values (M and D, for example). Cross-listed courses meet together in the same meeting pattern (locations, days, and times of day) and are taught by the same instructor or team of instructors. The course will carry identical course attributes (markers), will have the identical catalog descriptions in each listing, and will have identical course prerequisites. Cross-listed courses must be approved by the appropriate governing body (UCC and/or GSC) and must be identified in the relevant Bulletin(s). All versions of the cross-listed course will count together as one course for instructional load purposes. Stacked, combo, and cross-enrolled are synonymous terms. **Stacked course** is a special case of cross-listed course in which the subject(prefix is identical but the course numbers will differ by level, for example MUP 151/251/351/651. See **Stacked course** definition for more details.